Stone Getters

At the quarry face, stone getters would work in gangs varying in numbers from two to four men, with each individual quarry man having to provide his own tools, these would include sledge hammers, bars and shovels and each gang was even required to pay for all explosives used by that gang. The gang was also responsible for it's own particular "piece" of the rock face.
The method for working the stone was simple, but arduous. Each gang undertook its own blasting, rock breaking and haulage within the quarry. The removal and excavation of a face was affected by a form of benching system employing relatively short holes drilled using a hand-held jack hammer or wagon type machinery. The fireman responsible for boring and firing would use black grain powder, which was packed into the drill hole and well bedded with the fuse. The fuse was sometimes just wheat straw filled with a similar explosive, which had been damped to give it a slow burn rate. Following the blasting, the loose stone was "barred down" by the fireman, broken or crushed with hand tools by the gang and loaded into skips, drums or drays which were then pushed on narrow gauge light rail tracks or hauled by horses to loading bays within the quarry. Little or no secondary crushing of the stone took place. Where the stone was required for road purposes the material was stacked into lay-bys outside the quarry or at other prearranged locations until required for use. If the stone required additional crushing or reducing into appropriate sizes for road works, then this work was carried out by the roadmen. 
Probably the most significant technological development to the quarrying process was the advent of steam power for both the plant operation and the road haulage. During the early part of the 19th century, the steam rail locomotive became the principal means of bulk haulage of materials and stone through out the country. The movement of stone by road was still in its infancy. Although the steam traction engine had been in existence for many years and its static counterpart widely used, the Prohibitive Act of 1865, which required a road vehicle to be preceded by a man with a "red flag" on turnpike roads, placed limitations on the use of the steam driven traction engines for road vehicles. 
After 1896, when the "Red Flag" Act was repealed, the heyday of the steam traction vehicle started and for nearly 30 years it was the mainstay of heavy transportation by road. The repeal of the Act made commercial haulage by mechanised power a practical and economic proposition and it became feasible to haul 6 ton as far as Salisbury and back in a single day from the Mendips. 


